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6 TEMPTING NEW HISTORICAL MYSTERIES
Our Crime Historical section has proved highly successful over the years and here are six new titles. Some are debut mysteries
whilst the others are part of established series. I trust you will enjoy them all. - Peter
MR TIMOTHY
Louis Bayard (400pp Tp 32.95)
In Louis Bayard's brilliantly imagined novel,
Tiny Tim of 'Christmas Carol' fame has cast
his crutches aside. Determined to cut his
financial ties with his Uncle Ebenezer, he now
spends his nights dredging the Thames for
dead bodies and the treasure hidden in their
pockets. One day he comes across a girl's
body, branded with a mysterious 'G'. Then he
finds another girl with a similar brand - but she
is still alive. Determined to protect Philomela
and get to the bottom of the mystery, Tim embarks on an
astonishing adventure. With wonderful characters, a compelling
plot and the vivid atmosphere of Victorian London, this is a
page-turner of a novel and a perfect Christmas read.
THE HARPER'S QUINE
Pat McIntosh (300pp Hb 44.99)
Enjoying the May Day dancing at Glasgow
Cross, Gilbert Cunningham, notary-intraining, sees not only the woman who is
going to be murdered, but her murderer as
well. Gil is a recently qualified lawyer whose
family still expect him to enter the priesthood.
When he finds the body of a young woman in
the new building at Glasgow Cathedral he is
asked to investigate and identifies the corpse
as the May Day harper's mistress and
runaway wife of a cruel nobleman, John
Semphill. Together with Maistre Pierre, the French master
mason contracted to work on the new building at Glasgow
Cathedral, Gil begins asking questions and seeking a murder
weapon in the lanes and yards of the city. A trail that includes a
second murder and a trip to the Isle of Bute gives this talented
new author ample scope for an entertainingly twisted plot, and
her grasp of historical time and place makes this an unusually
rewarding and gripping whodunit.
THE SHIFTING TIDE
Anne Perry (384pp Pb 18.95)
The 14th in the series featuring William Monk.
When the Maude Idris docks at the Pool of
London, laden with ebony, spices and first
grade tusks of ivory collected from his voyage
to Zanzibar, Clement Louvain leaves four
armed seamen on board to guard the
precious cargo. But as soon as the relief for
the nightwatch arrives ready for duty in the
morning, he finds the ivory gone and one of
the seamen dead. Hindered by his ignorance
of the river and its customs, and ashamed of
the fact that he so badly requires the huge fees that Louvain is
prepared to pay, William Monk nevertheless begins his
investigation into theft and murder

GHOST OF GLEVUM
Rosemary Rowe (288pp Pb 18.95)
The sixth in the series set in Roman Britain. Glevum, AD188:
Despite the opulence of the evening's banquet, Libertius is keen
to return to his wife and a warm bed. But this feast has a finale
to put any diner off his dessert - the guest of honour is found
dead in the vomitorium. To Libertius's horror, his patron Marcus
Septimus is arrested on suspicion of murder. Then when
Libertius is accused of being Marcus's accomplice, he is forced
to go on the run. Hiding in a dark corner of the city, he quickly
realises he's an unwelcome visitor to those who haunt the
shadows. Soon Libertius is in danger, and this time there's no
one to help.
DISSOLUTION
C J Sansom (456pp Pb 19.95)
It is 1537, a time of revolution that sees the greatest changes in
England since 1066. Henry VIII has proclaimed himself
Supreme Head of the Church. The country is waking up to
savage new laws, rigged trials and the greatest network of
informers it has ever seen. And under the orders of Thomas
Cromwell, a team of commissioners is sent throughout the
country to investigate the monasteries. There can only be one
outcome: dissolution. But on the Sussex coast, at the
monastery of Scarnsea, events have spiralled out of control.
Cromwell's commissioner, Robin Singleton, has been found
dead, his head severed from his body. His horrific murder is
accompanied by equally sinister acts of sacrilege - a black
cockerel sacrificed on the church altar, and the disappearance
of Scarnsea's Great Relic. Matthew Shardlake, lawyer and long
time supporter of Reform, has been sent by Cromwell into this
atmosphere of treachery and death, accompanied by his loyal
assictant, Mark. His duty is to uncover the truth behind the dark
happenings at Scarnsea. A remarkable debut.
PARTHIAN SHOT
David Wishart (276pp Pb 18.95)
The eighth in the Marcus Corvinus Roman series. If there is one
thing Marcus Corvinus hates more than doing the household
accounts, it is politics. So when he is interrupted in the former to
get involved in the latter, he is not best pleased. His brief is to
conduct an unofficial investigation into an attack on the Parthian
Prince Phraates, a task that taxes his (none too) diplomatic
skills to the utmost. Then the attack is followed by a successful
murder of one of the Parthian delegation and a full diplomatic
incident threatens. The Byzantine twist and
turns of the case give Corvinus a headache
worse than his customary hangover, and it
takes a violent threat to Perilla before he
begins to get a grip on what is involved. Along
the way he learns a lot about about the spice
trade - and has some problems with a basket
of lampreys. The immensely likable Marcus
Corvinus is an unconventional addition to the
ranks of historical sleuths.

Modern Crime
Jeff ABBOTT
A Kiss Gone Bad
301pp Tp 29.95
A death rocks the Gulf coast
town of Port Leo, Texas. Beachbum-turned-judge Whit Mosely
is summoned to a yacht where the blacksheep son of a senator lies dead. Was it
suicide, fuelled by a family tragedy? Or
did an obsessed killer use the dead man
as a pawn in a twisted game? When Whit
defies political pressure and conducts an
inquest, he and Detective Claudia Salazar
expose a nest of drug lords, con artists
and power-hungry sharks all out for
blood. With their
careers at stake, Whit
and Claudia must
unearth a lethal trail of
passion and deceit,
which lie buried not in
the warm sands of Port
Leo but in the icy
recesses of the human
heart. (American)
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Alina ADAMS
On Thin Ice
246pp Pb 14.95
A Figure Skating
mystery. Figure skating
is a cutthroat business.
Rebecca (Bex) Levy has
seen her fair share of
meltdowns,
bitter
rivalries and hotheaded ice princesses;
so no one has to draw
Bex a Figure Eight to
prove that murder is a
small price to pay for Olympic Gold. Let
the games begin… (American)
ADAMS ROUND TABLE
Murder in the Family
336pp Pb 16.95
This is an all-original anthology of
compelling and provocative stories,
which proves that the families who play
together sometimes slay together…
(American)
Karin ALVTEGEN
Missing
347pp Pb 19.95
Originally published as Saknad in
Sweden in 2000, this edition is translated
by Anna Patterson. In the Grand Hotel, a
homeless woman charms a businessman
into paying for dinner and a room. When
his dead body is found the following
morning, she becomes the prime suspect.
When a second person is killed in similar
circumstances, Sibylla becomes the most
wanted person in Sweden. (Swedish)
Jake ARNOTT
Truecrime
338pp Tp 32.95
Signed edition. Only five available.
Previewed in August 2004 Crime
Chronicle. (British)
Jo BANNISTER
Reflections
268pp Pb 19.95
In her work as a
researcher,
Brodie
Farrell has only one
rule - no missing
people. But when the
request
to
find
someone comes from
Superintendent Jack
Deacon, Brodie finds it
difficult to say no. Two
young girls have been
abandoned after their mother was
brutally stabbed to death. Their father has
vanished, presumably a sign of his guilt,
so Deacon wants Brodie to find the girls’
aunt while he tracks the missing father.
When the autopsy report throws up some
unexpected results and an intruder
breaks into the family home in the dead
of night, Brodie realises that tracking a
missing aunt is the least of her worries.
Concerned for Daniel and the girls, she
begins to uncover some disturbing
mysteries that set her on a very
dangerous path indeed. (British)
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James BEAUSEIGNEUR
Acts of God
509pp Pb 16.95
The Christ Clone Trilogy, Book Three.
Christopher Goodman - cloned from the
cells of Jesus Christ - ushers in a state of
utopia on earth but at what cost? After
nearly six millennia of stagnation,
humanity stands at the brink of a last, and
very costly, evolutionary step. One third
of the world’s population lies dead, the
Pacific Ocean is barren and the forests of
North and South America are
smouldering wastelands. Those who
have survived are faced with a
fundamental choice: follow Christopher
Goodman, the Messiah of the New Age,
or cling to the deity that has wrought this
destruction. (American)
Lawrence BLOCK
Grifter’s Game 205pp Pb 16.95
Hard Case Crime series. Originally
published as Mona in 1961, this edition is
complete and unabridged. Conman Joe
Marlin was used to scoring easy cash off
gullible women, but that was before he
met Mona Brassard and found himself
holding a stolen stash of raw heroin.
(American)
Lilian Jackson BRAUN
The Private Life of the Cat Who…
137pp Pb 14.95
Tales of Koko and Yum
Yum (from the journal of
James
Macintosh
Qwilleran). This is an
intimate look at the
private lives of those
extraordinary Siamese
cats, the most unlikely,
and most delightful
team
in
detective
fiction. This book is
said to produce that cosiest of feelings,
having a purring kitten on your lap. A
wonderful gift for Cat Who... fans.
(American)
Sandra BROWN
White Hot
426pp Tp 32.95
When she hears that her younger
brother Danny has committed suicide,
Sayre Lynch relents from her vow never
to return to Destiny, the small Louisiana
town in which she grew up. She plans to
leave immediately after the funeral, but
soon finds herself drawn into the web
cast by Huff Hoyle, her controlling and
tyrannical father, the man who owns the
town’s sole industry, an iron foundry,
and in effect runs the lives of everyone
who lives there. As tensions mount,
threatening to ignite a powder keg of
long-held hostility, Sayre finds herself
inextricably drawn into a struggle with
striking labourers, her unscrupulous
father and her own emotions over the
love/hate relationship that is growing
with Beck, a man apparently with
mysteries of his own. (American)

BLURB
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Paul BRYERS
The Used Women’s Book Club
282pp Pb 21.95
When the book club meets, a member’s
husband borrows a friend’s flat for an
adulterous affair. It is not the first time
Larry has made himself scarce for Rob’s
flings, but this time Rob is hacked to
death with a docker’s hook. (British)
James Lee BURKE
In the Moon of Red Ponies
322pp Tp 29.95
A haunting new thriller featuring Texas
Ranger turned lawyer turned crime
fighter, Billy Bob Holland, set in the
savage and beautiful landscape of
Montana. This novel picks up where
Bitterroot (Pb 18.95) left off and now
Wyatt Dixon, sentenced to 60 years in jail,
is out, due to a legal failure. Among his
many crimes, Wyatt once tortured Billy
Bob’s wife when she was a cop. Stunning
plot twists, terrifying violence and a cast
of unforgettable villains define this novel.
(American)
Bernardo CARVALHO
Fear of de Sade 135pp Pb 24.95
In the pitch-black cell of an asylum possibly in 19th century France - an
extended dialogue between the ‘baron’
and a disembodied ‘voice’ ensues.
Arrested for a crime that he has no
memory of, the baron swears his
innocence throughout. In contemporary
France, a man and his wife push one
another into increasingly violent and
extreme situations in what is evidently a
deeply twisted marriage. There is only
one possible outcome as the stakes get
higher and higher. A book where nothing
is quite as it first seems, Bernardo
Carvalho’s ingeniously structured novel
raises disturbing questions about man’s
capacity to deceive and damage. This is
one of several novellas featuring
deceased literary figures at the heart of a
murder mystery, based on a highly
acclaimed Brazilian series entitled Death
or Literature. (Brazilian)
Caroline CARVER
Black Tide
249pp Tp 29.95
When journalist India Kane agrees to
accompany a Greenpeace ship called
Sundancer in its pursuit of a whaling
fleet, she has no idea what awaits her.
Eight crewmembers are lost. Ned, one of
India’s closest friends, is among them.
When it emerges that the tanker that
rammed Sundancer is unregistered - a
kind of ghost ship, untraceable and
unaccountable - India is determined to
bring the owner of the vessel to justice.
But first she must make the journey back
to Jambouko Bay in Western Australia to
break the news to Ellie, Ned’s wife. What
India discovers will take her on a journey
to a dark and terrifying place... (British)

Max Allan COLLINS
Grave Matters 324pp Pb 16.95
CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation. Rebecca
Bennett, the estranged
stepdaughter of a wellto-do
Las
Vegas
businessman,
is
hounding the Las
Vegas
Police
Department to reopen
the investigation into
her mother Rita’s
death — alleging that, despite
appearances to the contrary, Rebecca’s
greedy stepfather actually played a hand
in Rita Bennett’s untimely end. But no
one is prepared for the news that CSI’s Gil
Grissom, Sara Sidle and Nick Stokes
report; their investigation is inconclusive
because the disinterred deceased is not
Rita Bennett! This book includes a sneak
preview of the CSI graphic novel, Serial.
(American)
Tom CLANCY
The Teeth of the Tiger
623pp Pb 19.95
The old rules no longer apply - anybody
with a spare AK47 or knowledge of
kitchen chemistry can become a player. In
a nondescript office building in suburban
Maryland, The Campus (set up with the
knowledge of President John Patrick
Ryan) identifies and locates terrorist
threats and then deals with them, in
whatever manner is necessary. It is an
organisation always on the lookout for
new recruits - men like Jack Ryan Jnr, the
President’s son. Filled with the
exceptional realism and cutting-edge
authenticity that are his hallmarks, this is
Clancy at his best. (Australian)
Stephen COONTS
Wages of Sin
383pp Tp 29.95
Tommy’s sent to guard a farmhouse
in Virginia’s remote Blue Ridge
Mountains, where top government
operatives are debriefing a star defector:
the ultimate KGB insider, a man with
records on every operation and dirty trick
the CIA has ever pulled. Tommy arrives
to find the guards shot dead, and a
ruthless team of US commandos
slaughtering everyone in sight, then
setting the house alight. Tommy escapes
amid a hail of bullets with what appears
to be the sole survivor, a beautiful
translator, who steals his car and leaves
him for dead at the
first
opportunity.
Smart money says
someone in the US
government
is
behind the massacre
and is now after
Tommy. Who can
Tommy trust? The
answer
may
be
deadly. (American)
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Donn CORTEZ
The Closer
374pp Pb 16.95
He is the Closer, a remorseless
executioner whose modus operandi is
terrifying in its brutal simplicity. His
victims have only one thing in common:
they are all serial killers. After an
ingenious psychopath known as the
Patron, the Closer is fast approaching his
goal: revenge for his family, whom the
Patron slaughtered. However, with every
act of violent retribution, he fears he is no
longer killing in the name of justice. He is
killing because he likes it. (Canadian)
Charles CUMMING
Hidden Man
407pp Pb 19.95
Mark and Benjamin Keen have not
seen their father, Christopher, for 20
years. When he reappears hoping for
reconciliation, he has only begun to shed
light on his shadowy past before being
killed by an unidentified assailant. His
violent
death
leaves
questions
unanswered. Was his murder an act of
retribution? Had he been silenced for
discovering a conspiracy involving
Mark? Or had the carefully constructed
facade of his past simply collapsed? As
the truth unfolds, his sons must face the
legacy of their father’s life as a spy. This is
spy writing at its finest from a young
writer quickly establishing himself as a
master of the genre. (British)
Clare CURZON
A Meeting of Minds
246pp Pb 19.95
Detective Superintendent Mike Yeadings
and his team are called to a pub car park
in Henley-on-Thames where the body of
a woman has been found. As they
examine the body, Detective Sergeant
Rosemary Zycynski is horrified to realise
that the dead woman is her next-door
neighbour! (British)
Clare CURZON
Last to Leave 263pp Hb 49.95
Carlton Dellar could not have
hoped for a more eventful 80th birthday.
His extended family has gathered under
the reproachful eye of his spouse Claudia,
to celebrate with the poet for what is
silently suspected to be the last time.
Hours later, the guests gather on the
lawns in confusion as Larchmoor Place,
home to generations of Dellars, is razed to
the ground by fire. Worse, Carlton’s
niece, Jessica, is unaccounted for and her
twin brother Eddie has been brutally
assaulted and now lies unconscious in
hospital. Superintendent Mike Yeadings
of the Thames Valley CID strongly
suspects arson and when a search of the
wreckage uncovers a charred corpse, the
enquiry steps up another level as they
attempt to find a murderer. (British)
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Clive CUSSLER with Paul Kemprecos
Lost City
417pp Tp 29.95
A Kurt Austin adventure. An enzyme
that will dramatically prolong life has
been discovered 2,000 feet down in the
North Atlantic, in an area known as Lost
City. But why are the people attempting
to harvest it getting killed? (American)
Michael DIBDIN
Medusa
280pp Pb 19.95
An Aurelio Zen mystery. When a
group of Austrian cavers exploring in the
Italian Alps come across human remains
at the bottom of a deep shaft, everyone
assumes the death was accidental. But
then the body is stolen from the morgue
and the Defence Ministry puts a news
blackout on the case. And is the recent car
bombing in the tiny tax haven of
Campione D’Italia somehow related? The
search for the truth leads Zen back into
the murky history of post-war Italy and
obscure corners of modern-day society to
uncover the truth about a crime that
everyone had forgotten. (British)
Carola DUNN
Mistletoe and Murder
252pp Pb 14.95
A Daisy Dalrymple mystery. In December
1923,
the
formidable
Dowager
Viscountess Dalrymple has decided that
for Christmas the family will all gather at
Brockdene in Cornwall at the invitation
of Lord Westmoor. Her daughter - Daisy
Dalrymple Fletcher - is something less
than pleased but yields to the demands of
her mother. Brockdene, it seems, is only
occupied by the Norvilles - poor relations
of Lord Westmoor - and Westmoor
himself won’t be joining them. So Daisy,
her husband DCI Alec Fletcher of
Scotland Yard and their family must
spend their Christmas holiday trapped in
an ancestral estate with a rich history of
lore, ghost stories, rumours of hidden
treasure and secret passageways with a
family seething with resentments,
grudges and a faintly scandalous history.
(British)
Liz EVANS
Sick as a Parrot 247pp Tp 29.95
A Grace Smith investigation #5.
Adopted at birth, Hannah Conti’s
attempts to trace her family turned up a
mother convicted of murder 20 years ago.
Convinced that her mother is innocent,
Hannah hires Grace to prove it. Glad of
any chance to get out of the office, Grace
uncovers the story of the very messy
murder of Trudy Hepburn - a teacher at
St Martin’s Comprehensive. To add to
these complications, she has been conned
into bird-sitting a psychotic parrot and
Terry Rosco, the most chauvinistic cop in
Seatoun, is homeless and keeps trying to
move into Grace’s spare room. And, oh
yes - someone keeps trying to kill her.
(British)
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Ron FAUST
Sea of Bones 342pp Pb 16.95
Dan Shaw hopes to be a lawyer
some day, if he can only stay out of prison
long enough to pass the bar. Neither is
likely after he agrees to help a hotshot
Florida attorney track down a slick con
artist who has swindled a consortium of
well-to-do Paradise Key clients out of 22
million dollars. But the charismatic Victor
Trebuchet and his sexy partner-in- crime
are a lot more dangerous than anyone
imagined. And the counter-sting, set up
in an Italian villa to snare the pair, may
end up trapping Shaw instead. Soon he
may find himself doing hard time or,
worse, in a watery grave at the bottom of
Bell Harbour. (American)
Vince FLYNN
Executive Power 481pp Pb 18.95
Mitch
Rapp’s
cover has been blown.
After leading a team
of commandos deep
into Iraq to prevent
Saddam Hussein from
joining the nuclear
arms race, he has been
publicly hailed by the
president as the single
most
important
person in the war against terrorism! After
years of working covertly behind the
scenes, every terrorist from Jakarta to
London now marks Rapp. Consequently,
he is resigned to leaving the front line.
That is, until a platoon of Navy SEALs on
a covert mission to the Philippines suffers
a surprise attack. (American)
Clare FRANCIS
Homeland
391pp Tp 30.00
1946. Britain. Servicemen are pouring
home to a society beset by stringent food
and fuel shortages and a desperate
housing crisis. Billy Greer returns to his
uncle’s neglected willow farm and takes
on a Polish laborer from the nearby
resettlement camp while the country is
brought to its knees by blizzards. The
realties of postwar life prove too harsh for
some and a turning point for others. Clare
Francis at her best. (British)
Jim FUSILLI
Tribeca Blues
292pp Pb 16.95
When
detective
Terry Orr learns about
the death of the
mother of the madman
he believes killed his
wife and son, he sees
an opportunity to
confront the psychotic
former prodigy; but
instead discovers a
stunning truth about
the woman he adored and the true nature
of his own obsessions. (American)
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Reg GADNEY
The Scholar of Extortion
384pp Pb 19.95
Winston Lim, an
incorruptible
inspector in the Hong
Kong police force,
receives a tip that a
major act of maritime
terrorism is about to
happen and races off
into the eye of a storm
and into a trap. Alan
Rosslyn honours his
promise to look after Lim’s stepdaughter,
but is drawn into the action too. (British)
Tess GERRITSEN
Body Double
339pp Tp 29.95
W
h
e
n
pathologist Dr Maura
Isles sees herself lying
on
the
medical
examiner’s table, she
is chilled to the bone.
When DNA tests
confirm that this
mysterious double is
indeed her twin sister,
an already bizarre
murder investigation becomes a
disturbing and dangerous excursion into
a past full of dark secrets… (American)
Tess GERRITSEN
The Sinner
416pp Pb 19.95
Within the walls of a cloistered
convent, a scene of carnage is discovered.
Maura’s autopsy of the murder victim, a
nun, yields a shocking surprise and the
case takes a disturbing twist. (American)
Thomas GIFFORD
The Assassini (1990)
672pp Pb 14.95
This bestselling author died in 2000,
however his books still mesmerise their
readers. This is a conspiracy thriller about
a secret society that will murder to
protect the deepest secrets of the church.
(American)
Brian HAIG
Private Sector 511pp Pb 18.95
Wherever Sean
Drummond goes, it
seems that the JAG
officer leaves a trail of
political fallout in his
wake. So when his
superiors get an
opportunity to loan
him to a prestigious
law firm, they jump
on it, hoping he will
soak up the nuances
of civilian lawyering. But almost
immediately, dark clouds appear when
Sean’s predecessor in the loan-out
program is murdered. (American)
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James HALL
Off the Chart
498pp Pb 18 .95
A chance encounter
with an old flame sets
reluctant investigator
Thorn on a collision
course with some of
Florida’s most ruthless
killers in a heartstopping
story
of
modern-day
piracy
from the acclaimed
author of Blackwater
Sound (Pb 18.95). The kidnapping of his
best friend’s daughter forces him to
embark on a hunt that will take him from
the deceptive lushness of the Florida Keys
to a nightmare climax in one of the most
remote and blood-chilling spots in the
Caribbean. (American)
Jessica HALL
Heat of the Moment
294pp Pb 16.95
A serial arsonist has
struck
again,
torching a New
Orleans bar and
killing 15 people,
including the wife of
a Mafia crime boss.
His next victim is a
beautiful socialite set
aflame
in
her
Mercedes. Detective
Teresa Vincent is
assigned the case and she teams up with
Fire Marshall Cort Gamble, the sexy
Creole who is top on the list of New
Orleans most eligible bachelors. Cort is
rumoured to have mob connections, but it
is his connection to Teresa that is too hot
to forget. Now they are shadowing a
killer with an unfathomable motive of
revenge: to finish off every woman Cort
ever loved in a trial by fire! (American)
Steve HAMILTON
Ice Run
306pp Tp 29.95
An
Alex
McKnight
thriller.
When the woman he
loves is faced-off by
someone
who
wishes to reignite a
40-year old family
feud, there is no
way Alex can let her
face danger alone. A
novel about the past
rearing its ugly head and grabbing the
present by the throat. (American)
Dashiell HAMMETT
The Continental Op (1923)
281pp Pb 19.95
Crime Masterworks series #38. Here are
seven of Hammett’s finest short stories.
Hammett at his best is unsurpassable.
(American)

Teddy HAYES
Blood Red Blues
192pp Pb 24.95
A Harlem noir #1. Introducing Devil
Barnett, who has a special talent for
eliminating problems for the CIA - until
his father is killed. At this point he
returns to Harlem to run his father’s BeBop Tavern in his former boyhood
neighbourhood but when a Japanese
diplomat is found dead, Devil is on the
case. In the spirit of Chester Himes.
(American)
Mandasue HELLER
Tainted Lives
527pp Pb 18.95
Sarah Mullen is a beautiful child
who, at seven years old, is put into care
by her drug-addicted mother. Trying to
live with the rejection is bad enough, but
no one could have prepared her for the
pain that was yet to come. Harry Shaw is
the boy that everyone bullies, the kid
whose own mother locked him in a
cupboard so she wouldn’t have to look at
his face, and then left him there. When he
meets Sarah for the first time, a friendship
is instantly forged. And out of a desire to
be loved an alliance is born. Then into
their lives comes Vinnie Walker, a goodlooking and calculating 13-year-old who
will change both their lives forever.
(British)
Hazel HOLT
Death in Practice
261pp Pb 19.95
A Sheila Malory mystery. The American
edition of this book is called Mrs Malory
and Death in Practice (Pb 14.95).
Malcolm Hardy, the new partner at
Taviscombe’s veterinary practice, is not a
popular man; but without his money the
surgery would have to close. Within a
few weeks of starting his new job he
seems to have upset most of the town. As
far as Sheila Malory is concerned there is
little to like about the new vet but despite
his unpopularity it is still a shock when
Hardy collapses and dies at the surgery.
And when the post-mortem reveals that
his death was unnatural, suspicion
instantly falls on his former colleagues.
Could somebody at the practice be a
killer? Or might the thoroughly
unpleasant Malcolm Hardy have other
enemies with murder in mind? (British)
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Linda HOWARD
Kiss Me While I Sleep
375pp Tp 32.95
Lily Mansfield is a hired assassin,
working as a contract agent for the CIA.
After 18 years of service, Lily has been
drawn into a dangerous game,
unsanctioned by the CIA. She is seeking
vengeance for her own reasons and with
each move bolder than the last she is
compromising her superiors. (American)
Steven HUNTER
Havana
417pp Pb 21.95
High summer in Cuba, 1953. Havana
is a lucrative paradise for everyone from
the Mafia and United Fruit to pimps and
porn-makers. The Caribbean is a cold war
hub, and Soviet intelligence has taken
Fidel Castro under its wing. When Earl
Swagger is sent in to assassinate Castro,
the old rules about honour and duty do
not apply. Hardboiled. (American)
P D JAMES
The Murder Room
541pp Pb 22.95
When
Commander
Dalgliesh is persuaded to
visit the Dupayne, a
private museum on the
edge of Hampstead
Heath, he has no idea that
he will return a week
later under very different
circumstances. One of the
family trustees has been horribly
murdered and Dalgliesh is called in to
investigate. (British)
Iris JOHANSEN
Dead Aim
342pp Pb 19.95
A celebrated photojournalist, Alex
Graham has recorded some of the most
tragic and heartbreaking of stories, but
her latest assignment has forced her
across a dangerous line. At a dam
collapse in Arapahoe Junction, she
witnesses a conspiracy that will shock a
nation. For the collapse of the Arapahoe
Dam was not an accident. The official
story is just a cover-up for a truth so
frightening, so unthinkable, anyone who
threatens to reveal it must be silenced.
Forever. Her only ally is an ex-covert
commando with a chequered past, a price
on his head and a deadly assassin at his
heels. (American)

RECOMMENDED READING
Catherine JINKS
The Road 398pp Tp 29.95
A shocking murder wakes an ancient evil in outback NSW.
A truck driver, a retired bank manager and an eccentric
country woman are among the many people trapped on the
Silver City Highway; they are caught in a supernatural
quest for justice and a nightmarish journey that never seems
to end.
This page-turner is a speed-read; it will capture your imagination
and not let go. I loved it. - Shelley (Australian)
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Diana KILLIAN
Verse of the Vampyre
320pp Pb 16.95
A
Poetic
Death
mystery. American
schoolteacher
and
literary scholar Grace
Hollister
has
extended her stay in
the Lake District to
do research and act
as advisor to a local
production of The
Vampyre, a play
written by Lord
Byron’s doctor. But when accidents befall
the cast — culminating in the death of a
society lady at a masquerade ball, replete
with puncture wounds on her neck — it
seems a real vampire may be roaming the
village. If that is not chilling enough,
Grace is being stalked and her enigmatic
love interest, ex-jewel thief Peter Fox, has
been behaving suspiciously after a rash of
local thefts. Armed with little more than
her passion for poetry and a determined
spirit, Grace sets out to solve both
mysteries and to take her own bite out of
crime. (American)
Danny KING
The Pornographer Diaries
246pp Pb 19.95
Godfrey Bishop works for a soft-porn
magazine. His non-porn friends think he
has the best job in the world, little
realising Godfrey finds sex-on-the-job
darn hard to come by. Chuck in a 12 girl
orgy, a stable of alcoholics, an angry
feminist and a nutty reader, and you have
another funny addition to this diary
series. (British)
Christine KLING
Surface Tension
329pp Pb 16.95
In a stunning debut novel featuring a
resourceful female amateur PI called
Seychelle Sullivan, Christine Kling
establishes herself as a voice in suspense
fiction. Here she depicts a world as
deceptive as a Florida land deal, as
electrifying as the hottest Miami
nightclub and as dangerous as the tug of
an invisible riptide. (American)
Nancy LEE
Deadgirls
283pp Pb 22.95
Subtly linked by the background
narrative of a serial killer’s arrest in
Vancouver, the stories in this collection
inhabit a dark, urban landscape as they
journey into the realm of desperate
relationships, of power and impulse,
emotional wagers and negotiations. As
provocative as it is brilliant, this novel
boldly announces an original new voice
in contemporary fiction. A hugely
acclaimed, prize-winning debut. (British)
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Gabrielle LORD
Lethal Factor
450pp Pb 19.95
Forensic examiner Jack McCain (last
seen in Death Delights Pb $18.95) takes
on two baffling new cases – a horrifying
anthrax murder and the brutal, ritualistic
killing of a nun. (Australian)
Carlo LUCARELLI
Day after Day 245pp Tp 29.95
An Inspector
Negro novel. Codenamed ‘Pit Bull’, he is
a master of disguise
and an expert with
weapons.
He
modifies his guns and
his
bullets
are
untraceable. When a
young
man
u n w i t t i n g l y
encounters Pit Bull in
an Internet chat room, Negro stumbles
upon the clue that will lead her to her
target. (Italian)
Carlo LUCARELLI
Almost Blue (1997)
169pp Pb 22.95
A serial killer is terrorising the people of
Bologna and rookie detective Grazia
Negro is determined to solve the case.
However, the only witness is a blind man
called Simone. From the diverse
perspectives of the detective, the blind
witness and the killer, this master of
Italian noir weaves a gripping thriller.
Translated by Oonagh Stransky. Shortlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger Award.
(Italian)
T J MacGREGOR
Total Silence
384pp Pb 16.95
Florida psychic
Mira Morales, her FBI
agent fiancé Wayne
Sheppard and her 14year-old
daughter
Annie, pay a visit to
old friends, Ramona
and Jerry Stevens, at
their woodland cabin
outside
Asheville.
Soon after arrival,
Mira opens the cabin
door to a seemingly pleasant woman who
introduces herself as Allie, then pulls out
a gun. Shooting Mira in the thigh makes it
easier for Allie to abduct her. (American)
Petros MARKARIS
The Late-Night News (1995)
295pp Tp 32.95
An Inspector Haritos mystery. The first in a
new series of thrillers set in Greece and
centred round the grumpy but irresistible
figure of Inspector Costas Haritos. This is
the British edition. Last month we
advertised the US hardback edition,
Deadline in Athens (49.95). Both
translated by David Connolly (Greek)
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Lisa MARKLUND
Paradise
438pp Pb 18.95
A hurricane sweeps across
southern Sweden, leaving chaos in its
wake. Two men lie dead in Stockholm’s
Free Port shot in the head at point-blank
range. A young woman runs for her life.
She finds refuge in Paradise, a foundation
dedicated to people whose lives are in
danger. Newspaper sub-editor Annika
Bengtzon is trying to piece her life
together following the violent death of
her fiancé. Covering the story of Paradise
is the opening she needs to get her
personal life and her career back on track.
But, as she’s about to find out, neither
Paradise nor the young woman are quite
what they appear to be. (Swedish)
Evan MARSHALL
Toasting Tina
252pp Pb 14.95
A Jane Stuart
and Winky mystery.
When a romance
author’s convention
turns
deadly,
literary agent Jane
Stuart finds herself
cast as a suspect…
And so, with the
reluctant blessing of
her
boyfriend,
detective Stanley
Greenberg,
she
begins to unravel murder victim Tina
Vale’s many enemies and find out which
one killed the publisher of Corsair Books.
(American)
Sujata MASSEY
The Samurai’s Daughter
304pp Pb 21.95
Antiques dealer Rei Shimura is in San
Francisco visiting her parents and
researching 100 years of Japanese
decorative arts. Her lawyer boyfriend
Hugh Glendinning is involved in a class
action lawsuit on behalf of people forced
into slave labour during WWII. When one
of his clients is murdered, their two
projects intertwine. (American)
Archer MAYOR
Gatekeeper
339pp Pb 16.95
A Joe Gunther
mystery #15. When
heroin
traffickers
establish a vast and
swift pipeline into
Vermont,
Joe
Gunther’s Bureau of
Investigation
is
called in to stem the
tide.
But
with
pressure building
from politicians and
resentment burgeoning in the ranks of
rival investigative units, Joe’s team is
forced to take wild risks. (American)
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Keith McCARTHY
The Silent Sleep of the Dying
311pp Hb 44.95
Seriously mounting debts are starting to
threaten consulting pathologist Mark
Hartmann’s marriage. It gets worse when
a pharmaceutical company blackmails
him and he falsifies the findings of an
autopsy on a 22-year-old laboratory
assistant who died of several, aggressive,
cancerous tumours. (British)
Brad MELTZER
The Zero Game
460pp Pb 18.95
Matthew Mercer
and Harris Sandler are
best friends who have
plum jobs as senior
staffers
to
wellr e s p e c t e d
congressmen.
But
after a decade in
Washington, idealism
has
faded
to
disillusionment and
they are bored. Then one of them finds out
about the clandestine Zero Game. It starts
out as good fun - a simple wager between
friends. But when someone close to them
ends up dead, Harris and Matthew realise
the game is far more sinister than they ever
imagined and that they are about to be the
game’s next victims. Excruciating tension
with a slap-in-the-face ending. (American)
Ken MITCHELL
Alternative 3
440pp Pb 18.95
After WWII, Hitler escapes to a base in
Antarctica in a special disc-like craft the
Nazis had been working on. Using this
amazing technology, the grand plan,
known as ‘Alternative 3’, was to siphon
off the world’s elite and colonise Mars. Or
so the story goes. The Americans are
allegedly in on the deal, and so are the
Russians, and it’s all been kept very hushhush. Until now. Enter Curtis Strange –
computer hacker, U2 listener and antihero. He’s on parole for white-collar
crimes but that doesn’t stop him from
entering a mega-hacking competition in
Vegas. As the competition hots up, he
stumbles across some photos of a flying
saucer leaving the Reichstag in Berlin in
the closing days of WWII, and of another
one landing in a snowstorm a few months
later. Before he knows it he’s in way over
his head and is being chased through the
Nevada desert by US Military 4WDs and
choppers! But is he really part of a
dangerous game or is this the ultimate
conspiracy theory of them all? (New
Zealand)
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Deborah MORGAN
Four on the Floor
260pp Pb 16.95
An Antique Lover’s mystery. Ex-FBI agent
Jeff Talbot discovers four dead men and
an envelope of clues linking his own
family to the ‘Four on the Floor’ murders.
Now he must go undercover to catch the
killer, without becoming the fifth on the
floor. (American)
Sabina MURRAY
A Carnivore’s Inquiry
294pp Tp 29.95
From the monuments
of Italy, through
literary New York and
rural Maine, to the
dusty ranches of
Mexico, 23-year-old
Katherine Shea is
propelled on a restless
journey of discovery.
But her free-spirited
movements
are
shadowed by a string of grisly murders.
This modern Gothic novel of shocking
proportions is an addictive, uncensored
exploration of humanity’s disturbing
appetites. (American)
Carol O’CONNELL
The Jury Must Die
310pp Pb 19.95
After bringing in a unanimous and very
dubious acquittal in a murder case, only
three of the original jurors remain alive.
And someone is clearly determined to
make a clean sweep of the terrified
survivors. (American)
Joseph O’CONNOR
Desperadoes
426pp Pb 22.95
A telephone call
shatters the calm of a
Dublin
summer
morning
bringing
terrible news from
war-torn Nicaragua:
Johnny Little has been
caught up in a
mysterious skirmish
and killed. Griefstricken, his estranged
parents Frank and Eleanor set out on the
arduous journey to bring their wayward
son home. It is a quest that will have
profound consequences, for in this
hauntingly beautiful land of poetry, guns
and frantic salsa music, nothing is quite
what it seems... (Irish)
Perri O’SHAUGHNESSY
Unlucky in Law 376pp Tp 32.95
Nina Reilly’s new case is difficult
from the start: her young client is facing
his Third Strike in the California legal
system, and stands accused of graverobbing as well as murdering the fresh
victim found on the coffin. (American)
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James PATTERSON
London Bridges 307pp Hb 45.00
An Alex Cross novel. A bomb goes off
in a small town in the west of America
and FBI agent Alex Cross is summoned in
to help investigate. Calls from an
anonymous villain do little to explain the
violence as reports come in of similar
bombings across the globe. Arriving in
London to join forces with Scotland Yard
and Interpol, Alex fights his way through
a torrent of false leads, impersonators and
foreign agents before he gets close to the
heart of the crimes. Then, in the most
unforgettable finale James Patterson has
ever written, Alex Cross confronts the
truth of the Wolf’s identity – a revelation
that even Cross himself may be unable to
survive. (American)
Max PHILLIPS
Fade to Blonde 220pp Pb 16.95
Hard Case Crime series. He
promised to save her from a vengeful
mobster; he just did not know he would
have to join the Mob to do it! Ray Corson
came to Hollywood to be a screenwriter,
not hired muscle. But when a beautiful
girl with a purse full of cash asks for help,
how can he say no? (American)
Manjiri PRABHU
The Cosmic Clues 370pp Pb 16.95
A Stellar investigations mystery. When
a cat leads Sonia Samarth to her very first
investigation, she quickly unmasks a
killer, using astrology as her guide.
Suddenly clients begin streaming in: a
persistent, handsome TV personality; a
terrified bride-to-be; a missing husband
with suicidal tendencies – all challenge
Sonia’s astrological abilities to prevent a
crime. And while Sonia has stellar success
in unravelling the truth, very soon she’ll
have to look closely at her own stars.
Because the most notorious international
criminal has just crossed Sonia’s path and
he has his own plans for her future!
(Indian)
Peter RALPH
Collins Street Whores
401pp Pb 24.95
Attaining a senior position with eminent
stockbrokers J D Ford & Co is a major
coup for the bright, ambitious and
beautiful Carmen Minelli. She soon
discovers the firm has a client with a
dubious background and she seeks to end
the relationship. Surprisingly, the
partners do not support her. Someone is
trying to manipulate a gigantic fraud.
Carmen begins to fear for her life after her
predecessor disappears in mysterious
circumstances. Slowly she uncovers a
world of secrets, lies and breathtaking
greed, and realises she is danger.
(Australian)
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Ian RANKIN
A Question of Blood
439pp Pb 18.95
An Inspector Rebus
novel #14. Winner of
the 2004 Edgar Award
for Best Novel. An exArmy loner who has
gone off the rails kills
two 17-year-olds. As
Detective Inspector
John Rebus puts it,
‘there’s no mystery ...
except the why?’ But
this question takes Rebus into the heart of
a shattered community. (British)
Ian RANKIN
Fleshmarket Close
399pp Tp 29.95
An Inspector Rebus novel #15. An illegal
immigrant is found murdered in an
Edinburgh housing scheme: a racist attack,
or something else entirely? Rebus is drawn
into the case, but has other problems: his
old police station has closed for business,
and his masters would rather he retire
than stick around. But Rebus is the most
stubborn of creatures. As he investigates,
he must visit an asylum-seekers’ detention
centre, deal with the sleazy Edinburgh
underworld and maybe fall in love.
Siobhan meanwhile has problems of her
own. A teenager has disappeared from
home and Siobhan is drawn into helping
the family, which means travelling closer
than is healthy towards the web of a
convicted rapist. There is the small matter
of the two skeletons - a woman and an
infant - found buried beneath a concrete
cellar floor in Fleshmarket Close. (British)
Ian RANKIN
Knots & Crosses (1987)
226pp Pb 9.95
Meet Rebus for the very first time in this
special edition of classic crime at a killer price.
This is the book that launched Rankin’s
career and Rebus’ fame. It is 1987 and DS
Rebus is fighting a battle with the bottle,
his home life and trying to crack the
Knots and Crosses murders. A case that
only he can solve, since all the clues seem
to lead to his past. (British)
Sarah RAYNE
A Dark Dividing
420pp Tp 29.95
Harry Fizglen delves
into the violent and
terrible
history
of
Mortmain House, near
Western Fferna on the
Welsh border, in an
attempt to uncover
what happened to twins
Simone and Sonia and, a
century before them, to
Viola and Sorrel Quinton. He finds himself
drawn into a number of interlocking
mysteries, each one more puzzling and
sinister than the last. (British)
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Sarah RAYNE
Tower of Silence 520pp Pb 18.95
Selina March has lived in the remote
Scottish hamlet of Inchcape, with its
mysterious Round Tower, for nearly 50
years. Brought up by elderly relatives,
long since dead, she now lives alone,
shunning the outside world. But when
she reluctantly accepts a paying guest,
Selina’s secluded life will change forever.
Crime writer Joanna Savile has come to
Inchcape to research her latest novel by
interviewing inmates at Moy, the asylum
for the criminally insane situated nearby.
(British)
Ruth RENDELL
Thirteen Steps Down
314pp Tp 32.95
A classic Rendellian
loner, Mix Cellini is
superstitious about
the number 13. Living
in a decaying house in
Notting Hill, Mix is
obsessed with 10
Rillington
Place,
where the notorious
John
Christie
committed a series of
foul murders. He is also infatuated with a
beautiful model who lives nearby - a
woman who would not look at him twice.
Mix’s landlady, Gwedolen Chawcer is
equally reclusive - living her life through
her library of books. Both landlady and
lodger inhabit weird worlds of their own.
But when reality intrudes into Mix’s life,
a long pent-up violence explodes.
(British)
Liz RIGBEY
Summertime
441pp Pb 19.95
Last year Lucy
lost her baby son.
Frozen by the loss,
she
has
barely
recovered when her
father is murdered.
She
suspects
it
might be suicide,
but her tentative
inquiries meet a
hard
wall
of
resistance as her
husband Scott and sister Jane close ranks.
Lucy cannot shake off the feeling that
they are lying to her: is the drowning of
her father connected with the death of her
baby? And when Lucy starts sorting
through her father’s possessions, a truly
horrifying discovery throws the world
she always thought she knew into chaos...
(American)

Nora ROBERTS
Northern Lights
562pp Tp 32.95
Lunacy, Alaska population 506 - is
Nate Burke’s last
chance.
As
a
Baltimore cop, he had
watched his partner
die and the guilt still
haunts him. Maybe
serving as Chief of
Police in this tiny,
remote town, where
darkness falls by mid-afternoon and
temperatures fall to below zero will bring
some kind of solace. Nate’s first weeks on
the job are relatively quiet. But as he
wonders whether this was all a big
mistake, an unexpected kiss from feisty
bush pilot Meg Galloway under the
brilliant Northern Lights of the Alaska
sky lifts his spirit. However, when two
climbers find a corpse on the mountain,
Nate discovers that Lunacy is not quite
the sleepy little backwater he imagined...
Set in the beautiful Alaskan wilderness
and full of wonderfully real characters,
romance and mystery, this exciting pageturner is Nora Roberts at her best.
(American)
Peter ROBINSON
Not Safe After Dark and Other
Works
422pp Tp 30.00
Here is the complete collection of
Robinson’s short crime tales, including a
private eye story set in Florida, a
romantic Parisian mystery and the
modern classic, “Innocence”, winner of
the Crime Writer of Canada’s Best Short
Story award. Whether he writes pure
detective stories or heartbreakingly noir
tales, he is one of the crime world’s finest
stylists. This is a collection that will
explore our hidden paranoia, challenge
all that we take for granted, lure us to
dangerous, exotic places and keep us up
all night waiting for the safety of dawn.
(Canadian)

CHRISTMAS HOURS
Regular trading hours except for:
December
5 & 12 Sundays
10.00 - 6.00
18
Sat
8.30 - 8.00
19
Sun
9.00 - 6.00
20-23 Mon-Thu
8.00 - 9.00
24
Fri (Christmas Eve) 8.00 - 7.00
25
Sat (Christmas Day)
closed
26
Sun (Boxing Day) 10.00 - 5.00
27 & 28 Mon & Tue
10.00 - 5.00
31
Fri (New Year's Eve) 8.30 - 5.00
January
1
Sat (New Year's Day) closed
2 & 3 Sun & Mon
10.00 - 5.00
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Karen ROSE
I’m Watching You
484pp Pb 14.95
Star
prosecutor
Kristen Mayhew has a
dangerous
secret
admirer. He seems to
knows
her
every
thought, her every
move. He sends her
letters. And he kills the
criminals she herself is
powerless to stop. This
avenger even knows
Kristen’s deepest secret, the one that has
kept her from surrendering her heart to
Abe Reagan, the police detective sworn to
protect her. Like Kristen, Reagan is
haunted by the loss of something
precious that can never be regained. But
in the shadow of a calculating serial killer,
the two turn to each other and dare to
rediscover passion, even as the killer’s
thirst for retribution makes Kristen a
target for murder. (American)
Denise RYAN
Blood Knot
374pp Pb 19.95
People hate it
when Alyssa says she
is innocent. Because
they get the nasty
feeling she is telling
the truth. She is out of
jail and desperate to
find the mother and
sister she never knew.
But will they want to
know a convicted
murderer? And if
Alyssa’s innocent, who is guilty? Alyssa’s
brand new sister Frankie has troubles of
her own. Her happy life abroad is falling
apart, her marriage is collapsing and she’s
just discovered she owes a huge debt she
can’t pay. A mystery person offers to take
over Frankie’s debt. Why? (British)
Michael SALAZAR
Shadow War
317pp Pb 16.95
On the brink of WWII, a young,
beautiful-second generation German
immigrant was recruited by FDR to steal
Nazi technology. But the mission US
Army private Eileen Weiss was assigned
to was nothing compared to the madness
she uncovered and the atrocities that even
victory would not bring to an end. In
present-day New York City, CIA contract
killer Sunny Vicam wants out. But he gets
a mysterious cash-in-hand offer that is
too good to refuse, until it propels him
into a world more chilling than any he
has known. For decades after V-E day,
one last victory remains to be won, and
one last hero to be recovered. From the
banks of the Ganges to a cave on a
Caribbean island, Sunny is about to
discover a deadly mythology come to life,
WWII’s
longest-surviving
secret.
(American)

Catherine SAMPSON
Falling Off Air
294pp Tp 30.00
From the warmth of her living room,
her one-year-old twins safely tucked up
in bed and a storm raging outside, Robin
Ballantyne is horrified to witness the
suicide of Paula Carmichael, prominent
social activist and highly respected
community figure. And when Robin ends
her extended maternity leave and returns
to work at the Corporation, tragedy
moves even closer to home, and she finds
herself hounded at every turn by police
and press. (British)
John SANDFORD
The Hanged Man’s Song
340pp Pb 18.95
A
Kidd
Novel.
Someone has killed
Kidd’s cyber friend,
and he is determined
to solve the mystery.
In the process, Kidd
must
deal
with
assassins, politicians
and a coterie of other
suspects.
A
refreshingly roguish
couple are to be found in Kidd and his
sometime girlfriend, LuEllen. Computer
lovers will enjoy the geeky details in this
hard-driving thriller! (American)
David SCHICKLER
Sweet & Vicious 273pp Pb 20.95
A highly sexed criminal fairy-tale. Henry
is a hood-with-a-heart who refuses to kill.
Sex and Jesus rule Grace’s life. When
Henry steals The Planets, seven priceless
diamonds belonging to his ruthless boss
Honey Pobrinkis, and goes on the run,
Grace decides on a whim to abandon her
world and join him. (American)
Justin SCOTT
Frostline
325pp Pb 16.95
A Ben Abbott mystery from the
Poisoned Pen Press. His neighbour, an exVietnam vet named Ronnie Butler, spoils
ex-diplomat Harry King’s new idyllic
retreat. Former Wall Street player turned
real estate agent Ben Abbott is brought
into mediate over a sliver of Butler’s land
wanted by King for his Fox Trot estate.
But before he can resolve this issue,
Butler’s ex-prisoner son is found dead.
And Abbott tuns investigator. (American)
Susan SLOAN
Behind Closed Doors
438pp Tp 29.95
Valerie O’Connor has kept a secret for
way too long. Her husband has beaten
her for many years and her children are
witnesses to his horrific behaviour. Will
this cycle of abuse permeate the next
generation, or can Valerie’s strength of
character bring to an end the everincreasing violence? (American)
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Troy SOOS
Burning Bridges
320pp Pb 16.95
A Marshall Webb mystery. When the brutal
murder of a prominent businessman is
linked to the disappearance of a young
girl, Harper’s Weekly editor Marshall
Webb and reformer Rebecca Davies delve
into a world of vice, corruption and
wealth to catch a clever killer. (American)
Lyndon STACEY
Dead Fall
389pp Tp 29.95
L i n c o l n
Tremayne, heir to a
viscountcy
and
manager of his
father’s
Dorset
estate, has one
burning ambition to be selected to ride
on
the
British
Olympic three-day
event team. But his
dream is about to be
put on hold. Arriving at the stables late
one night, Lincoln walks into a crisis.
Thieves have viciously attacked the stable
owners’
daughter,
leaving
her
unconscious. As she lies in a coma, what
appears to be freak chance sets Lincoln on
the trail of the attackers. (British)
Veronica STALLWOOD
Oxford Remains
313pp Hb 59.95
Daisy Tompkins, a bright, attractive
student has put in a formal complaint
about her tutor, the odd and unpopular
Joseph Fechan. The Dean of Women
Students, Faith Beeton, is asked to
investigate but, for all his oddities, Joseph
is a friend of hers, so she turns to her
friend Kate Ivory for an impartial
opinion. Kate is reluctant to become
involved in yet another battle in the
political war raging at Bartlemas. But
then Daisy is murdered. (British)
Olen STEINHAUER
The Bridge of Sighs
278pp Pb 23.95
It is 1948 and three years
after
the
Russians
liberated a tiny nation
from
German
occupation. The ideals of
the revolution are but
memories. 22-year old
Detective Emil Brod
finally gets his chance to
serve
his
country,
investigating murder for the People’s
Militia. The first victim is a state
songwriter, but the facts point to a
political motive. Emil wants to investigate
further, but his colleagues in Homicide
remain silent: He is on his own in this
new, dangerous world. This book
examines the politically volatile terrain of
Eastern Europe in the second half of the
20th century. (American)
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Koji SUZUKI
Ring
284pp Tp 29.95
This is an ultra-cool, cutting-edge
thriller from Japan’s new literary star.
When several girls are found dead in
chillingly
similar
circumstances,
journalist Asakawa finds a strange tape in
the cabin where the women shared a
night together. This is a slickly plotted
page-turner, which reverberates with a
terrifying supernatural twist. (Japanese)
Robert TANENBAUM
Resolved
406pp Pb 16.95
A Karp mystery
#15. This is a complex,
suspenseful tale of
justice in the Big
Apple, as a vengeful
and sadistic killer sets
his sights on the man
who put him away,
New
York
Chief
Assistant
District
Attorney Butch Karp.
He is up against one of his most
frightening tests, and the stakes have
never been higher. (American)
Chassie WEST
Killer Chameleon 352pp Pb 16.95
Former cop Leigh Ann Warren is
starting a new job and looking forward to
a blissful wedded life. But someone is not
willing to let her escape so easily, a lethal
adversary with a grudge who is
determined to make Leigh Ann pay.
What begins as a series of petty
harassments quickly escalates into more
serious crimes, as a stranger driven by
hate and unburdened by conscience
steals Leigh Ann’s identity to threaten her
extended family. And when her invisible
enemy graduates to murder, Leigh Ann
realises that there is only one way to take
back her life and stop the terror:
(American)
Stuart WOODS
Reckless Abandon
353pp Pb 18.95
Cop-turned-lawyer
Stone Barrington is, once
again, right at home in
New York City; but this
time he is joined by the
tenacious Holly Barker
from Orchid Blues (Pb
19.95), the lady police
chief of Orchid Island,
Florida. In this novel,
Holly finally makes it to Manhattan, hot
on the trail of an evil fugitive from her
jurisdiction. Stone is, well, glad to see her,
right up until the moment when her
presence creates a great danger to both of
them and to their surprise, she becomes
the pursued, not the pursuer. (American)
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Edward WRIGHT
The Silver Face
314pp Tp 29.95
People are scared,
perhaps
more
frightened than they
were in the depression,
or even the war.
Hollywood has become
a place driven by fear
and suspicion, where a
name, whispered in
anger or malice, can see
an innocent man persecuted. An old
friend in need of a favour, Maggie O’
Dare approaches John Ray Horn: Will
Bruder, a brilliantly talented but
notoriously difficult screenwriter, has
been called to testify before the House of
Un-American Activities committee.
Bruder is accused of having belonged to
the Communist Party, a claim he strongly
denies. If John Ray can discover Bruder’s
secret accuser, they might have a chance
to clear his name. But no one is willing to
talk. (American)
David ZEMEN
The Pinocchio Syndrome
741pp Pb 18.95
This marks the debut of a brilliant new
talent. America is in the middle of a
vicious struggle for the leadership of the
country when a new disease, the
Pinocchio Syndrome, strikes down the
vice president. With the current
administration close to collapse, and
billionaire extremist Colin Goss and his
dangerous views gaining ground, it
seems that only one man can unite the
country: Michael Campbell, a popular,
media-friendly young senator. But what
is his secret? In a nerve-shredding race
against time, a Secret Service agent and
troubled female journalist are forced
together to crack a conspiracy that could
destroy the world. (American)

HISTORICAL
CRIME
Paul DOHERTY
The Assassins of Isis 306pp Tp 32.95
A story of ambition, politics and assassination
set in Ancient Egypt. When the Sebaus (a
sect which takes its name from demons)
plunder and pillage the sepulchre for its
most powerful secret, the wrath of fiery
Pharaoh Queen Hatusu knows no
bounds. (British)
Margaret FRAZER
A Play of Isaac
309pp Pb 16.95
Number 1 in a brand new mystery series.
Oxford, 1434. When his band of travelling
players are taken in by a patron, Joliffe
and company find that murder has taken
their place in the spotlight and it is up to
them to catch a killer in the act.
(American)
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Deryn LAKE
Death at St James’s Palace
326pp Pb 19.95
A John Rawlins mystery. Georgian times.
John Fielding, the Blind Beak, is the only
witness to the death of George Goward,
who tumbles down the palace stairs. This
book was originally due in November
2003, now it is finally here! (British)
Edward MARSTON
The Railway Detective
261pp Hb 49.95
London, 1851. The London-to-Birmingham
mail train is robbed and derailed, injuring
the driver and others aboard. With the
opening of the Great Expedition at hand,
interest is mounting in the engineering
triumphs of the railways, but not everyone
feels like celebrating. Planned with
military precision, this crime challenges
the new Police Force to its limits and leads
DI Robert Colbeck to discover a tangled
web of murder, blackmail and destruction.
As the momentum gains pace, Colbeck
closes in on the criminal masterminds. But
just as the police begin to think the villains
are within their grasp, events take an
unexpected turn. Madeleine Andrews, the
beautiful daughter of the injured train
driver, becomes an unwilling pawn in the
criminals’ game. In a final race against
time, good and evil,
new and old, are pitted
against each other. But
will the long arm of the
law be quick enough?
Full of historical detail,
unexpected twists and
memorable characters,
this is a mystery that
will surprise you at
every turn. (British)

CRIME
NON-F
FICTION
David CANTER
Mapping Murder
240pp Tp 29.95
The
Secrets
of
Geographical Profiling.
“Criminals reveal who
they are and where they
live not just from how
they commit their crimes
but also from the
locations they choose.”
In this study, Canter
leads us through the
labyrinthine psyches of serial killers,
rapists and other violent criminals,
conducting a meticulous and fascinating
exploration into the twisted logic of those
whose crimes have shocked the world.
Minette Walters says Canter surpasses
even “Stephen Hawking in making a
difficult and complex science accessible to
the layperson”. (British)
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Carol Ann DAVIS (editor)
Children Who Kill
396pp Pb 19.95
Profiles of Pre-Teen and Teenage Killers. One
child a week dies in Britain at their
parent’s hands. The cases here show the
relationship between parental abuse and
teenage murderers. (British)
Colin EVANS
Murder 2
312pp Hb 46.95
The second casebook of
forensic
detection.
Spanning
four
continents and almost
200 years, these cases
feature the forensic
quirks, wrinkles and
breakthroughs that
led to major advances
in crime detection.
Evans reveals how
real-world investigators have used
ballistics,
toxicology,
brain
fingerprinting, anthropology, blood
spatter analysis, DNA typing and
conventional fingerprinting to solve
crimes. Accounts are provided of the
scientific developments that gave birth to
each of these procedures, fuelling
quantum leaps in the accuracy and
precision of their findings. (American)
Richard EVANS
The Pyjama Girl Mystery
250pp Tp 30.00
A true story of murder, obsession and lies.
The Pyjama Girl was an unknown
woman found dumped by a road in
Albury in 1934. Who she was, and who
killer her, became Australia’s great
unsolved crime for decades. (Australian)
Gregg & Gina HILL
On the Run
245pp Tp 29.95
A Mafia Childhood.
The authors are the
son and daughter of
‘wiseguy’ Henry Hill,
the informant who is
immortalised in the
hit film Goodfellas.
This is the story of a
childhood
spent
dodging terrifying
Mafia
retribution.
(American)
Sari HORWITZ & Michael RUNE
Sniper
298pp Pb 18.95
Inside the Hunt for the
Killers who Terrorized
the Nation. Revised
and updated since the
2003 first edition. Part
gripping drama, part
real-life portrait of law
enforcement at work,
this
is
also
a
cautionary tale about
the vulnerability of
American society in an age of terrorism.
(American)

Jon KRAKAUER
Under the Banner of Heaven
399pp Pb 25.00
A story of violent faith. On 24th July 1984
two brothers, who believed they were
ordered to kill by God, murdered a
woman and her infant daughter. The
roots of their crime lie deep in the history
of an American religion practised by
millions. This is a riveting account of
Taliban-like theocracies in the American
heartland, controlled by Mormon
prophets. Working from a meticulously
researched account of this divinely
inspired crime, Krakauer constructs a
multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of
polygamy,
savage
violence
and
unyielding faith. (American)
Dr Henry LEE
Cracking More Cases 313pp Hb 49.95
The Forensic Science of Solving Crimes.
Discusses the principles and practices of
forensic science and furnishes an analysis
of the investigative process of several
murder cases, including the JonBenet
Ramsey case, describing how the forensic
evidence is used. (American)
Gregg McCRARY
The Unknown Darkness
389pp Pb 18.95
Profiling the Predators Among us. From one
of the country’s most pre-eminent
criminal profilers comes this gripping,
behind-the-scenes account of America’s
most disturbing and complex serial killer
and murder investigations. A former
Supervisory Special Agent in the FBI’s
Behavioural Science Unit, Gregg McCrary
takes us deep into the minds of the
shrewdest and most sinister predators.
(American)
Robert MOLES
A State of Injustice 295pp Pb 24.95
This examines various cases where
forensic investigations were found to be
flawed, prompting calls for the
establishment of a Criminal Cases Review
Commission and raising doubts about
South Australia’s former Chief of
Forensic Pathology, whose qualifications
for the job have come into question.
(Australian)
James MORTON
The First Detective 340pp Hb 54.95
The Life and Revolutionary Times of EugeneFrancois Vidoq, Criminal, Spy and Private
Eye. A gloriously enjoyable historical
romp through the 18th century in the
company of a man of many talents – jewel
thief, swordsman, spy, policeman and the
world’s very first detective. (British)
John PEARSON
One of the Family
367pp Pb 24.95
The Englishman and the Mafia. This is the
story of Black (Ozzie Osborne) Sabbath’s
manager Wilf Pine, and his extraordinary
relationship with the Genovese mob
family in America. (British)
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William REHDER & Gordon DILLOW
Where the Money Is 286pp Pb 23.95
True Tales from the Bank Robbery Capital of
the World. FBI Special Agent Rehder, the
man CBS described as “America’s secret
weapon in the war against bank robbers”,
chronicles the lives and crimes of bank
robbers in today’s Los Angeles.
(American)
Andrew RULE
Sex, Death and Betrayal
408pp Tp 24.95
True crimes and other stories. Rule has
broken or covered some of the most
notorious Australian crime stories of the
late 20th century and lived to tell the tales
– many of them in this book. This volume
contains his first book, Cuckoo – the story
of sex killer, Mr Stinky – and seven other
tales
of
criminal
investigation.
(Australian)
Robert SCOTT
Kill or be Killed
345pp Pb 16.95
Recreates the horrific events in May of
1998 when Norman Daniels and Dale
Gordon, believing that they were to be
inducted into a secret organisation
comprised of assassins and called The
Company, killed their friend’s pregnant
wife to prove their worth. (American)

CRIME
AUDIO
Kathy REICHS
Monday Mourning
3 Cassettes 4.75 hours 39.95
An abridgment read by Michelle Pawk.
(American)
Alexander McCALL SMITH
The Kalahari Typing School for Men
5 CDs 6 hours 39.95
The No 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency #4.
Abridgment read by Adjoa Andoh.
(Scottish)

CRIME
DVDS
R D WINGFIELD
A Touch of Frost
Series 1
3 DVDs 5 hours 59.95
Includes the episodes: Care & Protection,
Not with Kindness and Conclusions.
Series 2
4 DVDs 6 hours 79.95
Includes A Minority of One, Widows &
Orphans, Nothing to Hide and Stranger in
the House.
Series 3
4 DVDs 6.75 hours 79.95
Includes Appropriate Adults, Quarry, Dead
Male One and No Refuge.
David Jason portrays the gritty and dogged
Detective Inspector Jack Frost, a man who has
little time for paperwork or the orthodox
approach.
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SHAMUS AWARD WINNERS
BEST NOVEL
The Guards by Ken Bruen (Pb 19.95)
BEST FIRST NOVEL
Black Maps by Peter Spiegelman (Tp 32.95)
BEST PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
Cold Quarry by Andy Straka (Pb 16.95)
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MACAVITY AWARD WINNERS
BEST MYSTERY NOVEL
House Sitter by Peter Lovesy (Pb 19.95)
BEST FIRST MYSTERY NOVEL
Maisie Dobbs by Jacqueline Winspear (Tp 32.95)
BEST NON-FICTION
Make Mine a Mystery:
A Reader’s Guide to Mystery and Detective Fiction
by Gart Warren Niebuhr (Hb 112.00 to order)
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Every Secret Thing by Laura Lippman (Pb 17.95)
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The Distant Echo by Val McDermid (Pb 18.95)
BEST PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
Tough Luck by Jason Starr (Pb 19.95)
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BEST NOVEL
Every Secret Thing by Laura Lippman (Pb 17.95)
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Monkeewrench (UK title: Want to Play)
by P J Tracy (Pb 19.95)
BEST PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
Deadly Legacy by Robin Burcell (Pb 18.95)
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Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
by J K Rowling (Pb 19.95)
BEST HISTORICAL MYSTERY
For the Love of Mike
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